Garden Guide
Air plants can be displayed in
a multitude of ways since
they don’t need soil to grow
and thrive! Create a terrarium
with a little sand and an
accessory or two, gently
attach plants to objects with a
soft wire, or glue them onto organic material like driftwood,
branches, rocks and more using E6000 low temp hot glue or liquid
nail. If you glue, just be sure to avoid the area where the roots
form. Be creative and have fun creating your air plant display!

Down to Earth Garden Center has
an amazing selection of glassware and accessories to
give your display a unique touch!
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Light:
Air plants prefer bright indirect or
filtered light both indoors and out.
When these lighting conditions aren't
present indoors, a broad spectrum fluorescent light is the ideal solution.

Air Plants, known as Tillandsia, the largest genus in the bromeliad family, are a unique plant to add to your decor. Their natural habitat can
range from dry desert to steamy rainforest, but they can also live both
indoors and outdoors, at least in the summertime, here in Wisconsin.
They definitely do not survive the freezing temps of Wisconsin winters!
Air plants are also known as epiphytes. Epiphytes are plants that grow
upon other plants without harming the host plant. They primarily use
their root systems to affix themselves to their host plant, while the
leaves are used to absorb water and nutrients.
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Under watering: If there is very low humidity your plants may require water 3-4x per week to be happy.
Lack of light: Air plants enjoy bright light but not direct sun
Over covering base: Putting them in soil or moss covering the
bases may cause them to rot.
Too much fertilizer: Excess fertilizer can burn the air plants.

Water:
Air plants need to be misted with water 1-2x per week. If dryer
conditions exist more misting may be required. Should you see curling
or rolling of the leaves, you may submerge them in water for 15 minutes
and resume normal misting.
Fertilizer:
Air plants do not need to be fertilized, but it will help with growth, vigor
and blooming. Find a water soluble fertilizer low in copper as it is toxic to
bromeliads! Mix up 1/4 tsp. per gallon of water to mist onto your plant.
Once a month is all that’s needed.
Temperature:
Temperatures in the 70’s are ideal however, air plants can tolerate a
wide range of temperatures, except freezing of course. Remember to
adjust your watering frequency with temperature changes.
Blooms:
Air plants can bloom with the right conditions. Blooms may last from a
few days to over a year and appear in many unique shapes and colors.
Reproduction:
Air plants reproduce by pups, and seeds of course. The mother plant will
send out pups from the base of the leaves. These pups may be
removed when they are 1/3-1/2 the size of the mother. Growing from
seed is possible, however, years are needed for plants to reach
maturity.

